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What we do
• Active for 20 years in the digital transformation of TV
• Netgem develops Diamond, a SaaS software suite for the connected home, approved by
content providers of video and music, live and on-demand
• Netgem focuses on innovation, simplicity, affordability, privacy and operational excellence
• Netgem today monetizes Diamond through end to end solutions (STB + Diamond + Services)
among diversified Telecom operators, active in the 3-play market (Internet + Phone + Iptv)
• Cloud virtualisation opens way for OTT distribution of TV, video and audio services, possibly
without STB, widening our addressable market
Thanks to proven technological choices and to a profitable business in a sector with
important entry barriers, Netgem intends to grow its profits by developing Diamond
licensing among industrial and equipment manufacturer
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Licensing opportunity: incremental capex and high-margin business
Attract new
content partners

NEW TELECOM
SERVICES
PROVIDERS

Existing TV
solutions
business

Licensing
business

DEVICE
MANUFACTURERS

RETAIL

Monetisation of
Auto finance
SW R&D

Diamond with ISP
allows for aggressive
pricing options with
Device Manufacturers
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The right technological choices...

• Virtualization requires running an application in the TV capable of interacting with service
platforms
• Faced with the current technological fragmentation of smartTV, broadcasters have pushed for
the creation of HbbTV, the European open standard by ETSI
• HbbTV standardizes HTML5 and Javascript as technological building blocks
• HbbTV is marketed in the UK under Play

• These are the historical choices of Netgem, with an offering both open and widely proven
• Deprived of the control that the STB allows, ISP must continue to differentiate and maintain
their customer relationship
• Diamond virtualizes the set-top-box, and is designed to address this issue
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...Proven by a diversified customer base
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EE TV in UK
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EE TV in UK

9/10

4.5/5
• The EE TV box is a no-brainer
• Truly excellent app support
• Easily one of the better
Freeview recorders on the
market

If you are already a qualifying EE
customer, you’d be bonkers not to
grab one of these nifty little boxes

4.5/5
EE TV offers an attractive approach to
TV. Importantly it all works without fuss,
meaning you're not tied to the sofa when
you want to watch something on the box.

4/5
3.5/5
• EE TV is a very
accomplished service
Recommended
Christmas gift

• A Freeview box with some
clever media steaming extra
• The ultimate TV streaming box

EE-asy does it!
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EE TV may be the newest kid on the block,
but it's also jam-packed with features. The
TV service puts mobile features first and
foremost.
Gadget of the week

Content entry barrier
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Connected sound: Trojan for TV market

• With Soundbox + Diamond solution, Netgem transformed a
sound bar into a multi-room audio-video system combining:
• A soundbar to improve the quality of the TV sound
• A multi-room wireless audio system (Sonos type)
• A virtual stb compatible with current (IPTV) and/or future operator
services (OTT)

• Controlled by a single remote control, single application or by
voice (Alexa)
• 1st partnerships with consumer electronics Tangent and
Elipson
• Sky/Devialet PR confirmed the operators' interest
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Diamond SDK software inside
consumer devices interacting with
cloud platform

Tomorrow’s TV: paper thin screen + soundbox

LG

Xiaomi Mi “Chinese Apple”

Soundbox is a trojan to address the TV market without having to switch TV, taking
advantage of the strong market dynamics of connected speakers
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Addressable markets

B2B
(operator)

B2C
(retail)

Proprietary or Network
based
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Open standards & cloud
based

Strengths

Weaknesses

• A profitable, visionary company with a diversified

• Software editor image yet to build

base of customers
• Open SaaS platform, proven and certified by leading
content publishers
• Soundbox: trojan for OTT market
• Operational excellence, innovation, privacy

Opportunities

Threats
• Difficulty in forging successful partnerships with

• Virtualization opens OEM market (SaaS software

equipment manufacturers

licensing)

• Insufficient contribution of the SW business to offset

• Emerging standard and barriers to entry

set-top-box trade decrease

• Incremental contribution at high recurring margin

• AndroidTV "Monopoly"

• Expand with our customers
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Main KPI to follow
• 1st KPI for long term growth is the number of daily active subscribers using Diamond
• real time data
• measure success of the operator offering and future monetization possibility for connected home services
• 1.9 M subscribers as of September, 30, 2017 (+24% yoy), >2.0 M expected at year end
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Main KPI to follow
• 2nd KPI: Ebit
• Steady recurring contribution from European customers + opex control
• Incremental contribution from licensing opportunity (limited additional investment)
• Expected positive impact on cash position: 35.9M€ as of September, 30, 2017
M€ - consolidated

FY16

S1'17

9 months
2017

Revenue

74.3

32.9

45.3

Gross profit

27.5

12.7

17.8

(22.0)

(10.0)

of which R&D

(6.2)

(3.3)

of which S&M

(12.6)

(4.5)

of which G&A

(3.2)

(2.2)

Operating expenses

Ebit

5.5
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2.7

-

FY17e

In line with
2016

Vitis participation

• Vitis is a French Regional operator with a rich offer of television and video-on-demand (OTT)
under the Videofutur brand, using Diamond platform
• Vitis has launched a 3-play offering on Fiber in Rural Areas (“RIP”)
• Excellent conquering market share
• Addressable market of 400.000 home passed
• expected to double in 2018
• not addressed by national actors yet

• Netgem span off this business at the end of 2016
• Commercial development fully financed by external investors (Caisse des Dépôts)
• Accounted for by the equity method in Netgem Group
• Valuation when CDC invested: € 11m pre-money
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Shareholding structure before the ongoing 25M€ share buy back offer

Capital

Voting rights

Haddad family

28.3%

31.5%

Eximium

11.6%

16.0%

Guillaumin family

10.1%

15.9%

Mousse partners

7.0%

5.5%

Employees and directors

4.1%

5.3%

Treasury shares

7.9%

-

31.0%

25.8%

100.0%

100.0%

Free float
Total
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25M€ ongoing Share buy back offering

• Adapting the financial structure
• "asset light" growth model

• Relution for shareholders and management
• Limited premium on share price: + 4.6% on the closing price of July 27, 2017

• Exit & Entry window for shareholders
• Increases Netgem awareness
• Expected positive impact on OTT and licensing business

• J2H will remain the reference shareholder post tender completion
• Range of 17% - 28% of capital and 23% - 31% in voting rights
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Investment case

• The market for the digital transformation of TV goes from 3-play (IPTV) to OTT
• A major breakthrough that expands addressable market and offers greater depth of innovation
• Emerging HbbTV standard allows operators to deliver their services directly to the TV
• Differentiation made possible with Netgem platform (virtual STB)
• An opportunity for operators, equipment manufacturers and content owner
• An advantage for end consumers

• A company with a clear strategic vision, proven expertise and profitable
• seasoned management with reinforced capital share, directed by its founder

• Momentum for investment
• Tender opportunity
• Growth perspective through the licensing of Diamond
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• +5 new nominations in 2017
• Best Social TV: ‘Watch-with-Twitter’
(EE TV)
• Best OTT solution: Binge TV (Elisa
Estonia)
• Best innovation (IBC): SoundBox
• Best Mobile TV service: Ooredoo
Oman TV
• Best Entertainment device:
SoundBox
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IPTV and now OTT are creating a new distribution model...

We and our Customers distribute
these content to create attractive
€10-15 monthly packages to
compete against the traditional
aggregators.

FREE TV

PAY TV LITE / NEW DISTRIBUTION PACKAGES
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TRADITIONAL PAY TV
DISTRIBUTION (PREMIUM)

